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I. 

You have asked the Office of General Counsel ("OGC") for a legal opinion addressing two 

issues: (I) whether the Depat1mcnt of Homeland Security's ("OHS") determination regarding an 

alien's status as an unaccompanied alien child ("UAC") is legally binding on the Executive Office 

for Immigration Review ("F:OIR"); and (2) if an alien had UAC status previously but no longer meets 

the definition of UAC, docs the alien lose the protections of the William Wilberforce Trafficking 

Victims Protection Reauthorization Act of 2008 ("TVPRA"). OGC's opinion is that Immigration 

Judges are not bound by DHS's determination regarding whether a respondent is or is not a UJ\C. 

Instead, Immigration Judges may resolve any dispute about lJAC status during the course of removal 

proceedings when such a determination bears on a respondent's eligibility for relief, or as pa11 of a 

determination regarding the applicability of the initial jurisdiction provision set forth in section 

208(b)(3)(C) of the Immigration and Nationality Act ("INA" or "Act"), 8 U.S.C. § I 158(b)(3)(C). lt 

follows that a respondent who was previously designated as a UAC upon apprehension for purposes 

of placement in removal proceeding and/or an appropriate custodial setting may no longer be eligible 

for relief under the TVPRA if an Immigration Judge determines that the respondent no longer meets 

the definition of UAC. 

II. 

In 2008, Congress enacted the TVPRA as a "comprehensive scheme" designed to provide 

ccrt.iin protections for UAC with respect to their apprehension, custody, placement in removal 
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proceedings, and eligibility for certain forms of immigration relief. See 8 U.S.C. § 1232 et seq.; see 

also H.R. Rep. 110-941 at 215-16 (summarizing section 235 of the TVPRA). 

Critically, an alien's eligibility for these protections rests on his or her classification as a.UAC. 

The Homeland Security Act (!·ISA) provides that: 

The term unaccompanied alien child means a child who - (A) has no lawful 

immigration status in the United States; (B) has not attained 18 years of age; and 

(C) with respect to whom - (i) there is not parent or legal guardian in the United 

States; or (ii) no parent or legal guardian in the United States is available to 

provide care and physical custody. 

6 U.S.C. § 279(g) (2002). The TVPRA incorporates the definition of UAC contained in the HSA by 

cross-reference. See 8 U.S.C. § 1232(g) ("for purposes of this section the term unaccompanied alien 

child has the meaning given such term in ... 6 U.S.C. § 279(g)."). 

Several federal depat1ments and agencies share responsibility for implementation of the 

TVPRA. Components within DHS are responsible for the apprehension and processing of UAC. 

Upon apprehension, an lCE or CBP officer makes a determination as to whether an alien is younger 

than eighteen and unaccompanied. See 8 U.S.C. § I 232(b)(2,). With the exception of children fTOtn 

Mexico and Canada who meet certain criteria, DHS must generally transfer all UAC to the 

Department of Health and Human Services ("HHS"). 8 U.S.C. § 1232(b)(3). HHS is responsible for 

the care, custody, and placement of UAC. 8 U.S.C. § 1232(c), 6 U.S.C. § 279(g). The statute also 

directs that "[t]he Secretary of Health and Human Services, in consultation with the Secretary of 

Homeland Security, shall develop procedm'es lo make a prompt dctcrminatiotl of the·age of the alien 

which shall be used by [DHS and HHS] for children in its custody." 8 U.S,C. § 1232(b)(4). 

The TVPRA contains a Ill.Imber of provisions that directly implicate EOIR's authority. First, 

any UAC,sought to be removed by ICE (except for .certain children from Mexico and: Canada) are not 

subject to expedited removal but instead must be placed· i11 removal proceedings before EOIR. See 8 

·u.s.c. § 1232(a)(5)(D). Sec0t1d, the TVPRA nmen<;ls the procedures 'for UAC seeking asylum b:t 

transferring initial jurisdiction over such cases from EOlR to the United States Citizenship and 

Immigration Services ("USCIS"). INA§ 208(b)(3)(C), 8 U.S.C. § l I 58(b)(3)(C). Third, the TVPRA 

waives the requirement that a UAC must apply for asylum within one year of arrival to the United 

States, as well as the bar to applying for asylwn if an alien could bexcmoved to a "safe third country." 

See 8 U.S.C. § l 158(a)(2)(E). Finally, the TVPRA provides that UAC do not have to post bond or 

prove that they have the financial means to depart the United States in order to <JUalify for voluntary 

departure in removal proceedings. See 8 U.S.C. § 123-2(a)(5)(D). 
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III. 

The Attorney General has not promulgated regulations implementing the TVPRA, nor is there 

case law ·explicitly discussing EOIR's authority with respect 10 administering the statute. 

Accordingly, the starting point is the language of the statute itself and the context o.f the governing 

statute as 11 whole. FDA v. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., 529 U.S. 120 (2000). When 

interpreting a comprehensive statute such as the TVPRA and the INA, the "goal is to fit, if possible, 

all parts into u harmonious whole." ld. at 133. As a whole, the TVPRA reflects Congress's inrent 

that while DHS is required to make a determination of UAC status for custodial purposes and as a 

prerequisite to "initiating removal proceedings, EOIR's Immigration Judges may exercise their 

independent adjudicatory rnlc to determine a respondent's status as a UAC when such a determination 

bears on issues arising during the course of removal proceedings. 

Section l 232(g) states that "for purposes of this section the term unaccompanied alien child 

has the meaning given such tenn in . .. 6 U.S.C. § 279(g) (emphasis added)." 1 For DHS's purposes, 

the TVPRA requires certain DI-IS officers to detenninc whether an alien meets the definition of UAC 

upon apprehension to· ensure both prompt transfer to HHS and placement in removal proceedings. 

See 8 U.S.C. §§ 1232(a)(3), (b)(3). The TVPRA also requires HHS to develop procedures to 

determine whether a child in its custody remains a UAC. See 8 U.S.C. § 1232(b)(l); 6 U.S.C. § 

279(b); see also D.B. v. Carda/!, 826 F.3d 721 (4th Cir. 2016) (discussing HHS authority).2 However, 

those statutes nowhere state that a DHS or HHS determination regarding UAC status made for these 

limited purposes is binding on EOIR when such a determination bears on EOIR's adjudicatory 

authority under section 240 of the Act. To the contrary, the TVPRA contains a number of provisions 

that explicitly implicate EOIR's authority. Together, these provisions convince us that Immigration 

1 The fact that Congress placed the definition ofUAC in 6 U.S.C. § 279, which is DHS's organic statute, does 

not l!ndermine an lmmigration Judge's authority to make a UAC determination when it bears on issues within 

an Immigration Judge's jurisdiction. Indeed, 6 U .S.C. § 279(c) explicitly states that "nothing in this section 

mny be construed to transfer the responsibility for adjudicating benefit detcnninations under the Immigration 

and Nationality Act ... from the authority of any official of the Department of Justice, the Department of 

Homeland Security, orthe Depm1ment of State." 

2 EOJR does not have any responsibility over the apprehension, physical custody, or decision to place nny 
alien in removal proceedings. See 6 U.S.C. § 251 et. seq.; see also 8 U.S.C. §§ I 103(n), 1103(g); see generally 

Matier of E-R-M- & L-R-M-, 25 J&N Dec. 520 (BIA 2011). Nor does EOIR. have any authority over HHS's 
safety and suitability assessments for UAC. See 8 U.S.C. §§ 1232(b)(I ); 1232(c)(2),(3); 6 U.S.C. § 279(b). 
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Judges have independent authority to decide whether a respondent. meels the definition ofUAC as a 

prerequisite to resolving certain issues in removal proceedings. 

Through section 8 U.S.C. § 1232(a)(5)(D), enacted as a part of the TVPRA, Congcess pl<\i.nly 

provided that certain UAC arc entitled to a detenninotion of their rights and eligibility for relief during 

a removal proceeding conducted by an Immigration Judge. That section provides that: 

Any unaccompanied alien child sought to be removed by the Department of 

Homeland Security, except for an unaccompanied alien child from a contiguous 

country .. . shall be ... placed in removal proceedings under section 240 of the 

Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1229a)[.] 

During proceedings under section 240 of the Act, an Immigration Judge has jurisdiction to 

determine whether a respondent-is removable and to adjudicate applications for relief from remoyal, 

if any. Specifically, section 240 of the Act and its implementing regulations require Immigration 

Judges to: "conduct proceedings for deciding the inadmissibility or deporlability of an alien," INA 

§ 240(a)(l), 8 U.S.C. § 1229a(a)(l); determine whether a respondent "satisfies the applicable 

eligibility requirements" for relief from removal; INA§ 240(c)(4), 8 U.S.C. § 1229a(c)(4); and "at the 

conclusion of the. proceeding decide whether an alien is removable from the United States." INA 

§ 240(c)(l), 8 U.S.C. § l229(a)(c)(l). In exercising this authority, an Immigration Judge "must 

exercise his or her indcpendcnl' judgment and discretion and take any action consistent with-the Act 

and regulations that is appropriate and necessary for the disposition of such cases." 8 C.F.R. 

§ 1003.IO(b). 

Given Congress's explicit reference in 8 U.S.C. § 1232(a)(5)(D) to removal proceedings under 

section. 240 of the Act, and an Immigration Judge's broad statutory and l'egulatory jurisdiction to 

conductsuch proceedings, we conclude that an Immigration Judge has independent authority to decide 

whether or not a respondcnl qualifies as a UAC for purposes of disposing of any case coming before 

the immigration courts. This conclusion is also consistent with the general rule tha:t Jmmigraµon 

Judges have jurisdiction over all matters related to the proper adjudication of a removal case unless 

such jurisdiction is expressly withheld by an Act of Congress or through a regulation issued by the 

Attomey General. See e.g. Matter of Herrera Del Orden, 25 I&N Dec. 589 .(BIA 2011.) ("Given the 

Immigration Judge's broad overall authority to conduct.removal proceedings we coucluc\e that he or 

she is· presumed to have jurisdiction to gather and receive evidence pertinent lo an application for relief 

from removal unless the Attorney General expressly withholds it."). 

Indeed, certain provisions of the TVPRA ''necessarily" require a determination regardii1g UAC 

status as incidental lo determining whether a respondent "satisfies the applicable eligibility 
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requirements" for relief from removal. Section 208(a)(2)(E) of the INA, 8 U.S.C. § 1158(n)(2), which 

was added by the TVPRA is one such provision. That statute provides that. UAC shall not be subject 

to the one-year time bar and/or the "safe ihird country'' limitation for asylum applications. In all cases, 

involving asylum, an Immigration Judge must determine whether the respondent "satisfies the 

-applicable eligibility requirements" for asylum. See INA § 240(c)(4)(A); see also 8 C.F.R. 

§ 1240.1 (a)(l )(ii) (stating in any removal proceeding pursuant to section 240 of the Act the 

Immigration Judge shall have. authority to determine applications under section 208). To the extent 

that an Immigration Judge has jurisdiction over the adjudication of an asylum application filed by a 

potential UAC, this statute mu·st be read as requiring the Immigration Judge to make n dctcnninntion 

regarding UAC status as a prerequisite to granting asylum where the one year bar or safe-third country 

limitation would otherwise be implicated. A contrary interpretation could result in EOIR issuing 

asylum benefits and rights to respondents who are otherwise statutorily ineligible for them. 

Moreover, section 1232(a)(5)(D)(ii) also requires an Immigration Judge to detennine UAC 

status as a prerequisite.to granting voluntary departure at the conclusion of removal proceedings. That 

statute provides that a UAC does not ne.ed to post bond or prove that he or she has the financial means 

to depart the United States in order to qualify for voluntary departure after the completion of removal 

proceedings. All other respondents are required to post bond or prove "financial means to depart as a 

prerequisite to being granted voluntary departure. See INA ·§ 240B(b); 8 U.S.C. § 1229c(b). Because 

only an Immigration Judge has authority to grant voluntary departure under !NA § 240B(b), this 

suggests that Immigration Judges have independent authority to determine whether a respondent 

qualifies as a UAC for purposes of waiving the "financial means" requirement imposed by statute. 

The TVPRA does explicitly limit an Immigration Judge's jurisdiction during removal 

pro_ceedings in one instance: Section 208(b)(3)(C) of the Act, provides that: 

An asylum officer (as defined in section 235(b)( l)(E)) shall have initial 

jurisdiction over any asylum application filed by an unaccompanied alien child 

(as.defined in section 462(g) of the Homeland Security Act) .... 

8 U.S.C. § 1158(b)(3)(C). 

Congress enacted this provision as an exception to the rule that once removal proceedings 

commence an Immigration Judge has exclusive jurisdiction over a respondent's asylum application, if 

any. See 8 C.F.R. §§ 1003.14(b), 1208.2(b). Nothing in the language of this statute limits an 

Immigration Judge's authority to make a determination of UAC status as a prerequisite to determining 

the threshold jurisdictional question: whether he or she has jurisdiction over a respondent's asylum 

application. Rather, it is a familiar rule that a federal court always has jurisdiction to determine its 
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own jurisdiction. United States v. Ruiz, 536 U.S. 622, 628 (2002). The Immigration Comts arc no 

different. An 'Immigration Judge "has 'the authority to consider and ·decide whether he has jurisdiction 

over a matter presented to him. In otherwords, an [mmigration Judge has jurisdiction to determine his 

jurisdiction." Matter of Bulnes-Nolasco, 25 T&N Dec. 57, 59 (BIA 2009). Accordingly, we believe 

that an Immigration Judge has authority to make an independent determination as to whether a 

respondent is or is not a UAC for pttqJoses of determiniJ:1g whether he or she has initial jurisdiction 

over the respondent's asylum application? 

For the forgoing reasons, we conclude that lmmigration.Judges may resolve any dispute about 

UAC status during the course of removal proceedings when such a determination is requircc! to decide 

a respondent1s eligibility for relief, or as part ofa d~tenni.nation regarding whether the Immigration 

Judge has jurisdiction over a.respondent'·s asylum application, see INA§ 208(b)(3)(C). 

IV. 

You also asked whether an alien who had UAC st~tus at either the time of apprehension or 

placement in removal proceedings loses the protections of the TVPRA if the alien's status changes. 

Again, the starting point is the language of U1e statute itself, FDA v. Brown & Williamson 

Tobacco Corp., 529 U.S. 120 (2000), and the specific context in which that language is used. Robinson 

v. Shell Oil Co., 519 U.S. 337, 341 (1997). As discussed above, the TVPRA's protections apply 

starting from the initial moment of the child's encounter with the OHS, which requires prompt transfer 

to ORR custody and placement in removal proceedings under section 240 of the Act. However, there 

is nothing in the TVPRA like the statutory provisions under the Child Status Protection Act to lock in 

an individual's UAC status for all time. Compare .INA§§ 20l(f), 203(h)(l )(A), 8 U.S.C. §§ 1151 (f), 

l I 53(h)( l)(A) wilh 8 U.S.C. § 1232(g). Rather, the plain language of the slalule suggests that a UAC's 

status could change either ( 1) because the individual is no longer under 18 and has aged out of the 

definition of a UAC; (2) because the individual is no longer unaccompanied, after a parent has been 

3 As a legal matter, DHS's delcrr11ination ofUAC stalus is not binding on an Immigration Judge. Rather, an 
immigration Judge has independent legal auU10rity to decide whether he or she hnsjurisdiction over an asylum 
application and may decide U1e corresponding question ofUAC status. Nevc1thclcss, we note that the agency 
has advised Immigration Judges that, as a matter of policy, they need not sua sponte re-determine a 
respondent's VAC status in cases where ICE does not object to a continuance or administrative closure to 
allow a respondent to pursue an asylum application with USCIS. This advice was in line with a guidance 
document issued by the Office of the Chief Immigration Judge advising Immigration Judges "to exercise 
discretion ... to ensure coordination among government agencies responsible for the implementation of the 
asylum jurisdictional provision of the TVPRA." See· EOIR, Office of the Chief Immigration Judge, 
Implementation of the Trafficking Victim's Protection Reauthorization Act of 2008 Asylum Jurisdictional 
Provision (Interim Guidance) (March 20, 2009). 
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located to provide care and custody; or (3) because the individual has been granted legal status during 

the pendcncy of the removal proceedings. See 8 U.S.C. § 1232(g). This indicates that Congress did not 

intend for all of the TVPRA's protections to apply permanently to any alien who was designated as a 

UAC at the time of apprehension or placement in removal proceedings. As discussed above, there are 

thre·e provisions in the TVPRA thal implicate EOIR's jurisdiction and an Immigration Judge's 

authority to waive certain statutory requirements governing applications for relief from removal. 

First, INA § 208(b)(3)(C), 8 U.S.C. § l 158(b)(3)(C), provides that "an asylum ofiicer shall 

have initial jurisdiction over any asylum application tiled by an unaccompanied alien child.11 Although 

the statute appears in a section of the TVPRA entitled "Permanent Protections for Certain At-Risk 

Children," the language of the statute strongly suggests that it creates two requirements: the filing of 

an asylum application and UAC status on the date of filing. Two circuit courts have issued decisions 

(one unpub.lished) adopting this interpretation through petitions for review filed from Board decisions 

affirming an Immigration Judge's authority to exercise initial jurisdiction over an asylum application 

filed by a former unaccompanied child.4 See Hannon v. Holder, 758 F.3d 728 (6th Cir. 2014) (finding 

that although the alien was a UAC when the alien entered the United States, the alien was older than 

18 at the time of filing the asylum application and was not entitled to USCIS initial jurisdiction); 

Mazariego!)·-Diaz v. Lynch, 605 F. App'x 675,676 (9th Cir.2015). Therefore, the most natural reading 

of the statute is only a respondent who was a UAC at the rime of filing the asylum application (either 

in Immigration Court or before USClS) is eligible to apply for asylum with USCIS in the first instance. 

Second, under 8 U.S.C. § 1232(a)(5)(D)(ii), a UAC, .if otherwise. eligible for voluntary 

departure, is not required to post a voluntary departure bond or to bear other costs attributable to the 

granting of such relief. Specifically, the statute provides that "[a]ny unaccompanied alien child sought 

to .be-removed by the Department of Homeland Security ... shall be placed in removal proceedings 

[ and] ... ·eligible for relicf-undei: section 240B of the Act' (8 U.S.C: § 1229a) at no cost to the child." 

We acknowledge that there is some ambiguity in the.statute. The statute could be read to apply to any 

respondent designated as a UAC when DHS "seeks to remove" the child (that is, at the time the child 

is placed in removal" proceedings) or only to a respondent who continues to be a UAC at the time he 

or she applies for voluntary departure. OGC1s v.iew is that the language "sought to be removed" merely 
imposes a duty on DHS to place such individuals in removal proceedings but does not permanently 

waive the departure bond/financial means requirement for any individual initiaHy des~gnated as a UAC 
by DBS. Rather, the language "at no cost to the child" is better read as allevic1ting a UAC of the burden 

4 We note that these c_nscs demonstrate thut EOIR has exercised authority to determine UAC status for the 

purposes of applying INA § 208(b)(3)(C), which further supports our determination that Immigration Judges 

have independent authority to make UAC determinations. 
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to prove that he or she has the means-to depart while he or she remains an unaccompanieda[ien e,hild. 

Accordingly, we think that the most natural reading of the statute pertnit~ Immigration Judges . to 

determine UAC status at the time that a respondent applies for voluntary departure and. as a prerequisite 

to waiving the .financial means/departure bond requirement that applies lo .all other respondents. 

Third, INA § 20?(a)(2)(E), 8 U.S.C. § l l58(a)(2)(E),5 waives the requirement lhat UAC must 

apply for asylum within one year of arrival to the United States. Specifically, INA § 208(a)(l ), 8 

U.S.C. § I 158(a)(l), provides that any alien who is physically present in the United States may file 

for asylum. Subparagraph (B), ·however, specifies that ll\e right to asylum "shall not apply .to an alien 

unless the alien demonstrates by clear and convincing evidence· that the ~pplication has been filed 

within 1 year after the date of the alien 's arrival in the United States." INA § 208(a)(2)(B), 8 U.S.C. 

§ 1158(a.)(2)(B). The TVPRAmodified this exception, adding that subparagraph "(B) shall not apply 

lo an unaccompanied alien child." INA§ 208(a)(2)(E), 8 U.S.C. § l 158(a)(2)(E). As discussed-above, 

the plain language of the statute does not support a permanent l)AC desigu~tion based oil an alien's 

status at the time ·of entry ot apprehension. Rather, INA§ .208(a)(2)(E) only applies to respondents 

who meet the definition ofUAC, which.is ·not a permanent sfatus. There is, however, some ambiguity 

over when the one-year deadline begins to rnn. Specifically, the statute can be interpreted as relieving 

~ respondeJ1t from complying with the one-year time limit while be or she is a UAC, but the clock 

continues ruhnii1g. Alternatively it can be read as tolling the one-year filing deadline during the time 

a respondent is a. UAC such that the one year ·clock begins when the respondent loses UAC status. 

OGC believes that the best interprctaticm is tha~ the one-year deadline .is tolled while a respondent is 

.in UAC $tatus anq begins rtinnin& when a respondent loses such status.6 

5· As discussed above, this proyision also. waives the "safe third country limitation" on. applying for asylum. for 

VAC . .For practical purposes, however, the safe third: country limitation has very limited applicability because 

the only safe third country agreernent·c1mently in ·eff~ct is· an itgreement bet,veE!n the United States and Canada 

and it only applies in certain limited circumstances. See EOIR, Office of the Chieflinmigration Judge, OPPM 
04-09, U.S. - Canc:rda11greemenl Rega1:ding Cooperatioi1 in the. l.:.~amination of Refugee Status Claims - "Safe 
Third Country" (Dec. 28, 2004 ). This makes an in-depth discussion of this provision unnecessary at thi~ tiinc. 

"We also note that that an asylum application may. be considc1·ed after the I-year filing d~dli11e if the applicant 
cmt e!ltablish "extraordinary circumstances." INA § 208(a:)(2)(D). One such extraordina1y circumstance is if 
tho alien is under a legal disability during the I-year period after arrival (e.g., the al_ien was an unaccompanied 
m_inor) as long.as the alien filed the application within a reasonable period given those circumstances. 8 C.F.R. 
§· l".208.4(a)(S)(ii). The Act and regulations do not dcfin~ "minor" arid th~ Board has npt issued n prcccdential 
decision addressing this issue. Accordingly, an Immigration Judge or the Board may construe the term minor 
more broadly than the definition of UAC fo1· purpo~es 9f ex:cusing.tbe one~yeai: tiling deadline. 
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Finally, we cire aware that the TVPRA was enacted as an important step to "protecting 

unaccompanied alien children [who had] been forced. to stmggle through an immigration system 

deslgped for adults." Cong. Rec. S 10886-01 (daily ed. Dec. l 0, 2008) (statement of Sen. Feinstein, 

cosponsor of original Senate version), For the reasons discussed above, however, and in. light of the 

language of the statute~ we do not believe that Congress inie11ded"t0 p:rovide permanent protections to 

all respondents ·based on their status at entry. Rather,. our interpretation is consistent with the purpose 

of the TVPRA, which is to provide protections and rights to individuals who remain unaccompanied, 

under the age· of eighteen, and without legal status during removal prqceedings. 

V. 

For the ab_ov~ ~tated reasons, we conclude that Immigration Judges are not bound by DHS's 

·determination regarding whether a respondent is or is not a UAC. Instead, Immigration Judges may 

resolve any dispute about UAC status during the course of removal proceedings when such a 

determination bears on a respondent's eligi bj}jty for relief, or as part of a determination regarding the 

·applicability of the .initial jt)risdiction provision set forth in section 208(b )(3)(C) of the Act. We also 

conclude that under the plain language of the statute, an alien may lose ceitain protections of the 

TVPRA if the alien's status changes. The implications that result from a UAC's status change will 

depend on the specific statute at issue being applied by the Immigration Judge. 
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